
   
SCHOLASTIC PRESS

9780545436793  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$17.99  
Hardback  

56 pages  
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3 

Exclamation Mark  
Amy Krouse Rosenthal, Tom Lichtenheld  
 
From the bestselling creators of DUCK! RABBIT!, an exciting tale of self-discovery! 
 

He stood out here. 
 
He stood out there. 
 
He tried everything to be more like them. 
 
It's not easy being seen. Especially when you're NOT like everyone else. Especially when what sets you apart is 
YOU. 
 
Sometimes we squish ourselves to fit in. We shrink. Twist. Bend. Until--!--a friend shows the way to endless 
possibilities. 
 
In this bold and highly visual book, an emphatic but misplaced exclamation point learns that being different can 
be very exciting! Period. 

Summary

9780545298445  
Pub Date: 3/5/13  
On Sale Date: 3/5/13  
$12.99  
Hardback  

272 pages  
Ages 8 to 12, 7 And Under 
Series: The 39 Clues: 
Cahills vs. Vespers 

The 39 Clues: Cahills vs. Vespers Book 6: Day of Doom  
David Baldacci  
 
International bestseller David Baldacci pens the stunning conclusion to Cahills vs. Vespers! 
 

Confidential until March 2013!  
Summary
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SCHOLASTIC PRESS

9780545284158  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$17.99  
Hardback  

352 pages  
Ages 10 to 14, Grade 9 

The Runaway King  
Book 2 of the Ascendance Trilogy  
Jennifer A. Nielsen  
 
The highly anticipated sequel to Jennifer A. Nielsen's blockbuster, THE FALSE PRINCE! 
 

Filled with danger and excitement and deadly twists, comes acclaimed author Jennifer A. Nielsen's extraordinary 
second installment in the Ascendance Trilogy!  

Summary

9780545450683  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$16.99  
Hardback  

336 pages  
Ages 8 to 12, 7 And Under 

Dragon Run  
Patrick Matthews  
 
A boy goes on the run in this fast-paced fantasy debut. 
 

Can a zero become a hero? 
 
Testing Day is supposed to be a day of celebration for Al Pilgrommor. Born into a wealthy family, he expects to 
follow in his successful father's footsteps. Of course, that all depends on the rank number Al receives at the 
testing. The higher the rank he has tattooed onto his neck, the better his life will be. 
 
To his surprise and horror, Al is revealed to be rank zero, the lowest of the low. He's now not only an outcast--
he's also a danger to his entire family. So Al goes on the run, fleeing the brutal Cullers, men who hunt down 
zeroes . . . and put them to death. 
 
Cast out of his home, cut off from his friends, and armed with only a sword and his wits, Al is reduced to just 
surviving. As he meets other outcasts, however, he begins to suspect that he is a pawn in a larger game--and 
that he might have the power to tip the scales in a high-stakes struggle between man and dragon.  

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC REFERENCE

9780545495660  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$7.99  
Hardback  

32 pages  
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3 
Series: Scholastic Discover 
More 

Scholastic Discover More: Puppies & Kittens  
Penelope Arlon  
 
An adorable and modern reference book about puppies and kittnes for emergent readers. 
 

PUPPIES AND KITTENS is packed with facts about everyone's favorite pets. Each double-page spread features as 
aspect of the life of animal babies for children to compare with their own lives. Where to eat and sleep, learning, 
playing, even fighting with your brothers and sisters! Collection spreads feature many puppy and kitten breeds 
and there's lots of information about these mammals' wild cousins. Great pictures, clear layouts, simple words, 
and word-picture relationships make these books perfect for children first encountering information books and 
reading. Vetted by literacy experts.  

Summary

9780545495639  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$7.99  
Hardback  

32 pages  
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3 
Series: Scholastic Discover 
More 

Scholastic Discover More: Emergency Vehicles  
Penelope Arlon  
 
An exciting and modern reference book about emergency vehicles for emergent readers. 
 

EMERGENCY VEHICLES is full of facts and engaging pictures of rescue vehicles hard at work. Big, annotated 
photos reveal exciting details of how fire trucks, ambulances, police cars, motorbikes, and helicopters really 
work. Alongside are explorations of more unusual vehicles that do spectacular jobs, from superscoopers to 
fireboats. The book highlights how teamwork between vehicles and crews is vital, for example in an hour-by-hour 
airport emergency. Clear layouts, simple words, and word-picture relationships make these books perfect for 
children first encountering information books and reading. Vetted by literacy experts.  

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC REFERENCE

9780545495622  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$12.99  
Hardback  

80 pages  
Ages 7 to 10, 5 And Under 
Series: Scholastic Discover 
More 

Scholastic Discover More: Rainforests  
Penelope Arlon  
 
A comprehensive modern reference book all about rainforests for confident readers. 
 

This book is far more than a collection of bugs and butterflies. It explores rainforests by continent, so the young 
reader gains firsthand experience of the contrasts between the flora and fauna of South America, Africa, and 
India. It introduces indigenous people who reveal age-old secrets of survival in the forest. It explores how 
rainforests are exploited for everyday products in everyone's homes. The latest research reveals newly 
discovered creatures unique to this book, and the current threat level to our planet as we continue to destroy 
Earth's most diverse habitat. Fantastic photos, structured layouts, and age-appropriate vocabulary entice newly 
confident readers into the world of information books. Data boxes, maps, and stats encourage related numeracy 
and science skills. Vetted by literacy experts.  

Summary

9780545495615  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$12.99  
Hardback  

80 pages  
Ages 7 to 10, 5 And Under 
Series: Scholastic Discover 
More 

Scholastic Discover More: Sharks  
Penelope Arlon  
 
A comprehensive modern reference book all about sharks for confident readers. 
 

Every kid likes being freaked out watching a great white shark attack, but this book exposes the reality: that 
sharks are incredible creatures and we are just beginning to understand their complex lives. Collection spreads 
featuring dozens of sharks open chapters focusing on different shark habitats. Thorough, up-to-date information 
is combined with cutting-edge facts about sharks' amazing memories, shark no-go zones, and cleaners and 
clingers-on: fish that travel with and attend sharks. The book encourages an active response: sharks are 
endangered and here's what you can do about it. Fantastic photos, structured layouts, and age-appropriate 
vocabulary entice newly confident readers into the world of information books. Data boxes, maps, and stats 
encourage related numeracy and science skills. Vetted by literacy experts.  

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC REFERENCE

9780545479738  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$15.99  
Hardback  

112 pages  
Ages 10 to 14, 9 And Under 
Series: Scholastic Discover 
More 

Scholastic Discover More: Disasters  
David Burnie  
 
A comprehensive modern reference book all about disasters for expert readers. 
 

In this exciting addition to Scholastic's Discover More series, follow a tornado chaser into the heart of a storm, 
track the path taken by a hurricane as it sweeps the Ocean, or find out which natural disaster is the world's 
worst killer. Easy-to-follow, step-by-step illustrations show how natural disasters occur and the destruction they 
wreak. Timelines show events unfolding minute-by-minute or hour-by-hour. Read eyewitness accounts from 
people who have lived to tell the tale and mind-blowing, up-to-the minute facts and figures.  

Summary

9780545479752  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$15.99  
Hardback  

112 pages  
Ages 10 to 14, 9 And Under 
Series: Scholastic Discover 
More 

Scholastic Discover More: World War II  
Sean Callery  
 
A comprehensive modern reference book all about World War II for expert readers. 
 

It's nearly seventy years since World War II ended, but its aftereffects are still shaping our world. Nicknamed the 
Deadliest Conflict in History, it claimed at least 50 million lives. It was also the backdrop to atrocities we are still 
struggling to comprehend, notably the Holocaust and the dropping of atomic bombs on Japan. DISCOVER MORE: 
WORLD WAR II charts the course of the war, from the rise of Nazism to Hitler's suicide in April 1945. Moving 
firsthand accounts bring history to life and show how individuals experienced the war, be they military or civilian, 
adult or child. In addition to a wealth of contemporary photographs, there are detailed cutaway artworks that 
reveal the inner workings of vehicles that defined the war: the German U-boat, Sherman tank, and Liberator 
bomber.  

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC PAPERBACKS

9780545481878  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$7.99  
Paperback / softback  

176 pages  
Ages 7 to 10, 5 And Under 
Series: Thea Stilton 

Thea Stilton and the Dancing Shadows  
A Geronimo Stilton Adventure  
Thea Stilton  
 
Geronimo's sister Thea narrates this adventure packed with mystery and friendship! 
 

The Thea Sisters are headed to a ballet competition in Milan! But they're not just there to dance--they've heard 
that someone is plotting to rig this prestigious contest, and they're there to investigate! Can the Thea Sisters 
crack this case and make the dream of an aspiring ballerina come true?  

Summary

9780545480574  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$16.99  
Hardback  

32 pages  
Ages 3 to 5, Grade P 

Mommy's Little Monster  
Dawn McNiff, Kate Willis-Crowley  
 
Tiny Troll throws a GIANT tantrum when Mommy goes out! What will soothe her little monster? 
 

Tiny Troll loves his mommy. More than puddles. More than earwigs. But tonight, Mommy is going to a party, and 
Mrs. Hag is coming to babysit. 
 
"I'm NOT a baby!" Tiny Troll wails, then refuses to give Mommy a kiss good-bye. 
 
What a little monster! 
 
He tosses his toys and THUMP-THUMP-THUMPS his tail and throws a great big tantrum. Nothing could stop him 
from crying. Except... 
 
Was that warm mudmilk he smelled?  
 
His mommy almost never let him have mudmilk! 
 
An adorable storybook about those special (and a little bit scary) nights when Mommy goes out, the surprise 
delights a beloved babysitter (or grandma) can bring, and that magical, sleepy-time moment when Mommy comes 
back home -- with party treats!  

Summary
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CARTWHEEL BOOKS

9780545197519  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$16.99  
Hardback  

32 pages  
Ages 3 to 5 

I Will Keep You Safe and Sound  
Lori Haskins Houran, Petra Brown  
 
Parents reassure young ones they are safe from harm in this loving, lilting lullaby. 
 

"Brown bears in the den  
While the first buds peep. 
Rabbits in the field 
While the crickets cheep  
Robins in the nest  
As the rain pours down 
I will keep you safe and sound." 
 
Through storms, snow, wind, and waves, every child will feel safe and sound in the warm embrace of a loving 
parent.  

Summary

9780545299886  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$17.99  
Hardback  

288 pages  
Ages 8 to 12, 7 And Under 

Hold Fast  
Blue Balliett  
 
From NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Blue Balliett, the story of a girl who falls into Chicago's shelter system, 
and from there must solve the mystery of her father's strange disappearance. 
 

Where is Early's father? He's not the kind of father who you think would disappear. But he's gone. And he's left a 
whole lot of trouble behind. 
 
It's not enough that Early can't find out what's happened to him. His vanishing leads to Early and her mom and 
her brother being kicked out of their apartment. Having nowhere else to go, they move into Chicago's shelter 
system. And from there, Early must start getting answers to her questions. 
 
Because Early's father hasn't disappeared without a trace. There ARE traces. And Early's going to use them to 
track her father down . . . and make her way out of a very tough place.  

Summary
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THE CHICKEN HOUSE

9780545474245  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$16.99  
Hardback  

256 pages  
Ages 10 to 14, 9 And Under 

Freaks  
Kieran Larwood  
 
Weirdest. Crime fighters. Ever. 
 

Sheba, the fur-faced Wolfgirl, can sniff out a threat from miles away. Monkeyboy clambers up bridges and 
buildings in the blink of an eye -- then drops deadly stink bombs of his own making (yes, THAT kind)! Sister Moon 
sees in the dark, and moves at the speed of light. Born with weird abnormalities that make them misfits, these 
FREAKS spend their nights on public display, trapped in a traveling Victorian sideshow. But during the day, they 
put their strange talents to use: They solve the most sinister crimes. And in a dank, desperate world of crooks 
and child-snatchers, they're determined to defend London's most innocent victims: the street urchins 
disappearing from the city's streets.  

Summary

9780545310222  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$12.99  
Hardback  

224 pages  
Ages 10 to 14, 9 And Under 
Series: Dear America 

Dear America: A City Tossed and Broken  
Judy Blundell  
 
From National Book Award-winning author Judy Blundell, a thrilling account of the San Francisco Earthquake of 
1906. 
 

When Minnie Bonner's father disappears after losing the Bonners' Philadelphia tavern, the wealthy gentleman 
Edward Sump, led by his avaricious wife, offers Minnie a chance to work as a lady's maid to support her family. 
The Sumps have grand plans, grander than the city of Philadelphia can offer, and decide to move to San 
Francisco--the greatest city in the west. But when a powerful earthquake strikes, Minnie finds herself the sole 
survivor among them. After the dust settles, Minnie discovers a bag belonging to the Sumps filled with cash and 
papers that could drastically change her fortune. With no one else to claim it, Minnie has turned into an heiress 
overnight. 
 
Wealth comes at a price, however, and she is soon wrapped up in a deception that leads her down a dangerous 
path. As the aftermath of the earthquake ravages the city, Minnie continues to maintain her new identity. That 
is, until a mysterious but familiar stranger appears.  

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC INC.

9780545297011  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$12.99  
Hardback  

320 pages  
Ages 10 to 14, 9 And Under 
Series: Dear America 

Dear America: Down the Rabbit Hole  
Susan Campbell Bartoletti  
 
Newbery Honor author Susan Campbell Bartoletti brings the story of a young girl caught up in a web of murder, 
lies, and the Great Fire of Chicago to bold life. 
 

In the autumn of 1871, fourteen-year-old Pringle Rose learns that her parents have been killed in a terrible 
carriage accident. After her uncle Edward and his awful wife, Adeline, move into the Pringle family's home--
making life for her and her younger brother, Gideon, unbearable--Pringle runs away with Gideon to Chicago, 
seeking refuge from the tragedy, and hoping to start a new life. She becomes a nanny for the children of a labor 
activist, and quickly finds herself caught up in a web of intrigue and lies. Then, when a familiar figure from home 
arrives, Pringle begins to piece together the devastating mystery of what happened to her parents, and realizes 
just how deadly the truth might be. But soon, one of the greatest disasters this country has ever known--the 
Great Fire of Chicago--flares up, and Pringle is on the run for her life.  

Summary

9780545459013  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$16.99  
Hardback  

272 pages  
Ages 10 to 14, 9 And Under 

Prisoner B-3087  
Ruth Gruener, Jack Gruener, Alan Gratz  
 
A gripping novel based on the astonishing true story of a boy who survived ten concentration camps. 
 

Based on the true story by Ruth and Jack Gruener. 
 
Ten concentration camps. 
 
Ten different places where you are starved, tortured, and worked mercilessly. 
 
It's something no one could imagine surviving. 
 
But it is what Yanek Gruener has to face. 
 
As a Jewish boy in 1930s Poland, Yanek is at the mercy of the Nazis who have taken over. Everything he has, 
and everyone he loves, have been snatched brutally from him. And then Yanek himself is taken prisoner--his arm 
tattooed with the words PRISONER B-3087. 
 
He is forced from one nightmarish concentration camp to another, as World War II rages all around him. He 
encounters evil he could have never imagined, but also sees surprising glimpses of hope amid the horror. He just 
barely escapes death, only to confront it again seconds later. 
 
Can Yanek make it through the terror without losing his hope, his will--and, most of all, his sense of who he 
really is inside?  

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC INC.

9780545512664  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$17.99  
Hardback  

256 pages  
Age 12 

Money Run  
Jack Heath  
 
When a heist goes wrong, teen thief Ash finds herself in a high stakes game of cat-and-mouse. 
 

Ashley "Ash" Arthur is a teen thief. Motivated by the thrills as much as the money, she's pulled off some amazing 
heists with the help of her childhood friend Benjamin, who acts as tech support. Now she's got the world's 
richest man in her sights, convinced that Hammond Buckland has 2 million dollars hidden away in his corporate 
HQ. 

Ash isn't the only one with an interest in Buckland. The Australian government gets his fortune if he dies on their 
soil, so they've sent their #2 assassin, Peachey, to kill him. With Ash and Peachey both sneaking around the 
office building and working at cross purposes, it's only a matter of time before their paths cross and Peachey 
decides Ash has seen too much to live. 

Once it's a matter of life and death, can Ash keep her eye on the prize? 

Set over the course of a single night within a single building, this is a page-turning thriller with gadgets, guts, 
and summer-blockbuster action. 

 
 

Summary

9780545464383  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$17.99  
Hardback  

336 pages  
Age 12 

The Look  
Sophia Bennett  
 
Can she be a supermodel and a super-sister? She finds her answer in just one look. 
 

Two sisters, both beautiful in different ways: Fifteen-year-old Ted has got "The Look." That's what the scout for 
the modeling agency tells her, and she can't believe her luck. But just as Ted's jet-setting off on her new career, 
Ava is diagnosed with cancer. Can Ted be a supermodel and a super-sister? Or will she have to choose between 
family and fame? With their worlds turned upside down, the girls have to look past appearances, look deep 
inside, to figure out what really matters.  

Summary
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THE CHICKEN HOUSE

9780545351089  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$6.99  
Paperback / softback  

176 pages  
Ages 8 to 12, 7 And Under 

Cat Found  
Ingrid Lee  
 
"Gripping, fast-paced, full of appealingly raw emotion and youthful devotion." --BOOKLIST 
 

In Billy's small town, stray cats are running wild, and there's growing pressure to get rid of them. The school 
bullies don't even hesitate to throw rocks at the poor creatures! So when Billy finds a wounded, starving kitten 
and sneaks her home, he has to be extra-careful to keep her hidden while he nurses her back to health. However 
precious little Conga is to him, he knows his dad would take her away if he discovered her, cozy and warm in 
Billy's bedroom.  
 
As long as she stays hidden, Conga's out of harm's way, but what about all the other cats? Can Billy and his 
friends face the bullies, show the town the importance of caring for abandoned animals, and find a safe haven 
for strays?  
 
A soon-to-be-classic animal story by the author of DOG LOST.  

Summary

9780545417273  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$19.99  
Hardback  

224 pages  
Age 12 

Andrew Jenks: My Adventures As a Young Filmmaker  
Andrew Jenks  
 
Learn about the inspiring documentary filmmaker who has captured the attention of teens everywhere! 
 

Andrew Jenks rose to fame with his innovative MTV documentary series, WORLD OF JENKS. When asked about 
his inspiration for the show, Jenks said, "I want to tell the stories of my generation. I want to be a filmmaker 
that is able to capture what my generation thinks, how they act, and what they ultimately stand for." 
 
Now fans of all ages will be able to discover everything they've ever wanted to know about Andrew, from 
growing up to becoming a renowned documentary filmmaker in this comprehensive photo-biography. How did he 
do it? By following his own rules for success-always be flexible, fake it till you make it, and never accept no. 

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC PAPERBACKS

9780545425544  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$4.99  
Paperback / softback  

64 pages  
Ages 7 to 10, 5 And Under 
Series: Monstrous Stories 

Monstrous Stories #1: Night of the Zombie Goldfish  
Dr. Roach  
 
Funny, lighthearted monster stories that are perfect for young readers, brought to us by the esteemed Dr. 
Roach. 
 

Judd Crank and his friend Zak are two ordinary boys, in an ordinary town, with some very ordinary goldfish. Judd 
never thought much about his pet fish, besides sometimes needing to feed them. 
 
But when a science experiment accidentally gets mixed in with their food, these regular pets start becoming a lot 
more interesting. With a series of bubbles and pops, the slimy fish start growing and changing. Then they step 
right out of their tank--and begin marching towards town.  

Summary

9780545425551  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$4.99  
Paperback / softback  

64 pages  
Ages 7 to 10, 5 And Under 
Series: Monstrous Stories 

Monstrous Stories #2: Attack of the Giant Hamster  
Dr. Roach  
 
Funny, lighthearted monster stories that are perfect for young readers, brought to us by the esteemed Dr. 
Roach. 
 

Billy's new pet hamster is a huge disappointment. Despite his name, Hercules is perhaps the world's laziest 
rodent. He does nothing besides sleep, eat, and sleep some more. 
 
So when Billy sees an advertisement on television for a power snack, he decides that's just the thing to put 
some hurry into Hercules. But when the formula begins working too well, Billy realizes he may have one massive, 
hungry problem on his hands.  

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC PAPERBACKS

9780545479783  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$4.99  
Paperback / softback  

96 pages  
Ages 7 to 10, 5 And Under 
Series: Scream Team 

Scream Team #4: The Zombie at the Finish Line  
Bill Doyle, Jared D. Lee  
 
Don't fall apart. Try to hold yourself together. This is no time to go to pieces. There's a zombie at the finish line! 
 

It's time for the Junior Monster League's track-and-field competition. Unfortunately, Patsy the Zombie just can't 
seem to hold herself together for any of the events. She's trained for the Die-athalon but keeps losing her head 
before she can finish. But then the team pulls together and realizes that they all have a special talent for their 
own event...even Patsy.  

Summary

9780545497701  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$24.99  
CD-Audio / CD standard 
audio format  

Ages 8 to 12, 7 And Under 
Series: Ghost Buddy 

Ghost Buddy #3: How to Scare the Pants Off Your Pets - Audio  
Henry Winkler, Lin Oliver  
 
Billy and the Hoove are back in the hilarious new series from bestselling authors Henry Winkler and Lin Oliver! 
 

Billy Broccoli is on a mission. If he can help Hoover Porterhouse--his very own personal ghost--learn to be 
responsible, Hoover may finally be able to move on...and Billy may finally get his room to himself! And Billy has 
come up with the perfect plan. He's going to get the Hoove a pet--a cute, cuddly one Hoover won't be able to 
resist caring for.  
 
But it turns out Hoover is not exactly an animal enthusiast. Hoover swears that the adorable-but-slightly-
superior cat Billy brings home has a serious attitude problem. He thinks dogs are dull, hamsters are cheesy, and 
parakeets are for the birds. And all because he has his heart set on a goat that would destroy everything! With 
all of these pets on parade, Billy's room has become a total zoo. He's got to turn Hoover into a mother hen soon 
if he ever wants to get some peace and quiet! 

Summary
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CARTWHEEL BOOKS

9780545405706  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$8.99  
Board book  

16 pages  
Ages 3 to 5, Grade P 

You Mean the World to Me  
Bayne Gibby, David Walker  
 
A sweet poem about a mother's love for her child. 
 

I'm so lucky to be your mother. 
We will always be with each other. 
Because you mean the world to me. 
 
Written by actor and comedian Bayne Gibby and illustrated by picture book artist David Walker, YOU MEAN THE 
WORLD TO ME is a reassuring story about a mother's love for her little one.  
 
Filled with tender, uplifting, and precious moments, this padded board book is the perfect story to share with the 
center of your universe again and again. 
 
*Padded board book! 
 

Summary

9780545476720  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$5.99  
Paperback / softback  

144 pages  
Ages 8 to 12, Grade 7 
Series: LEGO Hero Factory 

LEGO(R) Hero Factory: Secret Mission #4: Robot Rampage  
Greg Farshtey  
 
The fourth novel in the action-packed LEGO(R) Hero Factory: Secret Mission Series.  
 

As soon as Stringer sends a warning message from the planet Tranquis VII, he vanishes. Stormer quickly 
dispatches Bulk and Furno to the inhabited planet to find out what has happened to their teammate and seek 
out whatever threat has made the entire planet go radio silent.  

Once again, the brains have taken over almost all intelligent life on the planet. But things are different this time 
around. Bulk and Furno are about to discover that what looks like another invasion attempt is just covering up a 
much deeper and more sinister plot that will rock Hero Factory at its core.  

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC INC.

9780545367677  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$3.99  
Paperback / softback  

32 pages  
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3 
Series: Nba 

NBA: All Stars (Reader)  
John Fawaz  
 
Check out the hottest NBA stars on the court! 
 

Young sports fans will love this reader packed with the most current info on their favorite NBA stars! Written in 
simple text with basic vocabulary words, future basketball players will be able to read this one on their own! 
 

Summary

9780545367592  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$5.99  
Paperback / softback  

48 pages  
Ages 7 to 10, 5 And Under 
Series: Nba 

NBA: Beasts of the East/Wonders of the West  
John Smallwood  
 
Check out the hottest NBA stars on the court! 
 

Learn all about the biggest names in the NBA in this poster book packed with information and stats about NBA 
fans' favorite stars!  

Summary
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SCHOLASTIC INC.

9780545516549  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$4.99  
Paperback / softback  

64 pages  
Ages 7 to 10, Grades 2 to 5 
Series: LEGO Friends 

LEGO(R) Friends: Lights, Camera, Girl Power! (Chapter Book #2)  
Cathy Hapka  
 
A full-color chapter book based on LEGO(R) Friends--a buildable play world 
for girls!  
 

Best friends Mia, Olivia, Emma, Andrea, and Stephanie can't want to enter the contest to be a guest on their 
favorite TV show, "Girl Power"! In order to win, each girl must capture the "heart" of their hometown, Heartlake 
City. May the best girl win! 

Summary

9780545540063  
Pub Date: 3/1/13  
$4.99  
Paperback / softback  

48 pages  
Ages 4 to 8, Grades P to 3 

Jackie Robinson: American Hero  
Sharon Robinson  
 
Just in time for the major motion picture release, discover everything you wanted to know about Jackie Robinson 
from his very own daughter! 
 

To tie-in with the April 2013 release of the movie 42, the life story of Jackie Robinson, this full-color 
comprehensive biography will feature everything there is to know about this inspiring American hero. The movie 
featuring high-profile actors like Harrison Ford, Christopher Meloni, and T.R. Knight explores Robinson's history-
making signing with the Brooklyn Dodgers under the guidance of team executive Branch Rickey. The biography 
will explore what led up to Robinson's signing and what happened after. As the first black man to play in major 
league baseball, his progress monumentally influenced the desegregation of baseball. Because of this, Robinson 
became an icon for not only the sport of baseball, but also for the civil rights movement. 
 
Featuring photos throughout, this biography will be a sports tale and a history lesson. It will coincide with the 
movie and also provide many more Robinson details, introducing him to a new generation of readers.  

Summary
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